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A NEW ROAD IS PLANNED
FOR LA MANGA CLUB!
In the previous magazine we told you about all the
improvements that had taken place through 2014.
We also said we were looking forward to many more
in 2015. Well the first bit of great news we have is the
construction of a new road, the first for many years!
The new road will link security checkpoint C1 to security
checkpoint C2. Construction will begin in March. Many of you
will know it as the road that passes the football fields.

ones in other areas of the club, which will result in far more

Play golf at member
rates worldwide!

efficient use of our water.

In our first issue last May, I mentioned that LMC had an agreement

Advice from the Pro

These new improvements will provide access to a new

in place with The Premier Golf Alliance. This allowed an owner at

More golf secrets revealed

project that will allow up to 300 new homes to be built!

La Manga Club to benefit from playing golf at any PGA club at

LMC wins top awards
Again!

The water storage system, which is currently housed in the
reservoir at the top of the hill, now will be stored in separate

The work on this should last for about 6 months. So shouldn’t
be too disruptive.

member rates and with no time restrictions. As many owners here
are resident in the UK, it really is a fabulous opportunity to play
some world class courses at a fraction of the price. The Premier

What’s new at the Club?

This new and exciting project will upgrade the existing

Golf Alliance has members courses all over the world, from

Places to go and things to do

infrastructure, and although it will create a new and more

Mauritius to Florida, so it’s well worth visiting their website. You

modern area, it will still blend in with our much loved resort.

have to register so when you do please put LMC where it asks for a

We are delighted as it will make access much easier for all.

membership number. http://www.premiergolfalliance.com

What’s happening at the club

This Spring?

Flute Lounge
Bar introduce
their new menu!
Breakfast
Tostada con tomate
Toast with butter and jam or honey
Muesli with fresh fruit and natural yogurt

This is an area where we try and bring you up to

Spanish Omelette

date with anything new that’s happening at the club

English Breakfast - fried egg, sausage, toast, bacon

this spring with both food and entertainment!

Big Brekkie - beans, tomato, 2 fried eggs, 2 sausage, 2 bacon,

We ask all our bars and restaurants to keep us

2 toast, 2 hash brown, mushrooms, grilled tomato

up-to-date and the following is what you can

Sandwiches

expect this Spring on resort.

Sandwich mixto - ham and cheese

Si Bar and Restaurant are planning a kids Easter Holidays

Sandwich vegetal - lettuce, tomato, tuna, mayonnaise

fun time every evening between 6 and 9pm. They have an

Sandwich club - three toast, lettuce, tomato, ham,

Easter egg hunt which starts, strangely enough on Easter

bacon, cheese, fried egg

Sunday, April 5th at 1pm. It will include a wizard

Montaditos

workshop, magic show, balloon school, party games and

Pork and cheese

competitions. Not to be missed!

Smoked salmon and cream cheese
Iberico ham and tomato
They will have a larger menu and a comprehensive Wine

Cheese & bacon

list, a heated outdoor space for those winter months and

Chicken and salsa

will cover all sporting events on their brand new TV’s.

Starters & Salads

Live entertainment in the square will begin in June. The

Soup of the day with bread and butter

First Drop will be open for business on March 20th, so be

Crispy prawn and vegetable rolls

sure and pay them a visit!

Tuna tartare with red peppers and mango

Opening hours will be from 9am through until midnight
and 1am in the Summer months.

On April 7 and 8 they will be having a Frozen tribute
where the children can meet their heroes Ana and Elsa,

Capri salad with lime salsa - tomato, mozzarella balls,

believe that all the improvements they are currently

red onion and avocado

making will only add to that!

The Main Event

How about a
Pie and a Pint
during the game
at the Last Drop?

Beef Stroganoff - strips of solomillo, onion, mushroom,

The First Drop in the Plaza Mayor at the Bellaluz is due to
re-open on March 20th. They will be offering free Coffee
to anyone eating there during March, April and May until

iconic bar, the Last Drop!
All sporting events are shown in HD when available

Pork Tenderloin Medallions with a dijon mustard sauce
Grill chicken breast loaded with ham, cheese with salsa
Parmigiana
Sole fillet with shrimp sauce and mushroom oporto
onion, bacon & foie
Fish and Chips
They also do sides, kids’ meals and amazing sweets.
However, for those of you that wondered what on earth
Montaditos were, below is a picture of them. Enjoy!

Karaoke every friday from 22:30
Live music with Jenna on Sundays from 22:30
Offers on many drinks throughout the week
Breakfast and lunch will be available again in the

increase the bar area, the kitchen capacity and improve

Chargrilled Ribeye Steak with sautéed mushrooms grilled
tomato and house fries

when you are watching the sport of your choice at the

noon every day, you must give them this code FDCOFFEE.
They are currently refurbishing the First Drop and will

cucumber, mustard Dijon

The beefiest burger - lettuce, tomato, brie, caramelised
Or a Lasagne, a toasted sandwich or a gourmet burger,
you get the idea! From April you’ll be able to enjoy food

Free Coffee at the
First Drop soon!

Goat cheese wrapped in smokey bacon with hot berry sauce
Caesar Salad with grilled chicken and roasted rosemary bread

The Bellaluz is fast becoming a happening place and they

this starts at 8.30pm but please call and book to avoid any
disappointment, these shows are always hugely popular.

Buffalo wings with a BBQ dip

Last Drop from April

the rest room facilities. This will in turn help the

They look forward to seeing everyone back in 2015, and

community by improving the profile of the square.

the same friendly faces will be there to welcome you!

June sees the first La Manga

Sports Festival
This June will see the inaugural La Manga Netball
Sevens taking place alongside the La Manga
Soccer Sixes, under the banner of the La Manga
Sports Festival. Hosted by La Manga Sports Tours,
a London based company run by Bellaluz owners,
Neil and Sara Wilson.

La Manga Club
says farewell to
one of its own

Finally, the bank
has appointed a
company to sell!

The event is attracting corporate interest with the

On 12th january 2014, Quality Homes were appointed

football shirts being sponsored by Ticket4Football,

master agent for ATALAYAS phase 1 and 2.

a local company operated by Flute Lounge Bar
owner Stuart Wearmouth.

On 25th of February 2015, we lost a much loved member
of the La Manga Club community. Jackie Stodel had
been an owner since 1985 and lived permanently at the
club since 1994 with her husband Laurie. She was an
ardent golfer and served as Lady Captain in 2000 as well
A very positive reaction has been received from

as running the Bridge Club for many years.

La Manga Club owners and interested clients. They had

On March 2nd more than 120 family and friends

recommended to the bank to smarten the garden up and

gathered at the El Algar Tanatorio to celebrate her life.

The Soccer Sixes, which take place on the LMC Football

have the pools cleaned and filled, this now shows the

pitches and will involve some 16 teams playing six-aside

development in a complete different light. Sales have

Jackie will be remembered for her easy smile, twinkling

football over a couple of days, beginning on June 5th.

started to pick up over the last few weeks and the show

eyes, and willingness to help others.

There will be two trophies to play for, the Cup, which is

villas will ready for the Easter holidays. Open house

Laurie and their daughter Emma, wish to thank the

for the best teams and the Plate which all the teams that

details to be announced soon for owners and guests to

La Manga Club family we are all so privileged to be a part

didn’t win their groups will go into.

just pop round and have a look.

The Netball sevens will be a similar 16 team event but

Sales information is available from their office in Bellaluz,

each team will have a player in it from top netball side

where Quality Homes have been operating from since 1992.

Surrey Storm. Similarly there will be a Cup and a Plate to

968-338666 or e=mail to margarete@lamangaclub.org

charge to keep after the event.
Both tournaments will have a joint gala dinner and
prize-giving as well as a welcome party, which will be
hosted at the Flute Lounge Bar in Las Sabinas.
In theory the first week in June will see an awful lot of fit
people around, so please feel free to wander over. The
more people watching, the more fun the event will be.

www.lamangasportstours.co.uk

and a great comfort to know how much Jackie was loved
and respected here.

Is a new road
going to be built
from Los Belones
to Portman?

compete for, and like the football, the kit will be free of

For more information on this wonderful event please visit

of, for the love, kindness and support they have shown
during this difficult time. They found it truly overwhelming

Golf buggy, need
some advice?
Many owners want to buy their own buggy but aren’t sure
where to go and what type to buy. We have our very own
buggy repair man on-site. Peter Toye, who designed the
famous three wheel ones the club rent out.
If you need any advice on buying, or you already have one
and need a repair, then call Peter on 699 101 572 he’ll be
more than happy to help you.

Although the current rumour around the Club says yes, as
we understand nothing has been given the go-ahead just yet.
For many years now, there have been claims of a new road
being built, and we all certainly hope that one day there will
be a bigger and safer one than we currently have. We
promise to let you know here first, if and when that happens.
So although at this moment in time there are no imminent
plans to begin the construction of a new road, we are
cautiously optimistic that sometime in the not too distant
future we can give you some positive news.

Our new Sports Performance Centre

Raises the Bar!

Four-midable
La Manga Club
retains top title

By José Asenjo, Chief Executive Officer LMC

La Manga Club has further endorsed its

Among the many features available, the centre will

commitment to delivering five-star excellence

provide analysis and study of body composition,

across its sports and leisure sectors by opening a

biomechanical analysis, stress tests with heart rate

new High Performance Sports Centre.

monitoring and gas analysis, cardiac study and heart

Developed in conjunction with the Catholic
University of Murcia (UCAM), the centre has been
set up to provide the latest technology for athletes

disease detection. As well as specialised medical tests
for all sports and clinical analysis and the study of
biomolecular markers.

to study all aspects of their training programmes

The new centre is located in the Spa.

La Manga Club has begun the new year in the same

and health.

And as Jose said earlier, is open for owners and their

award-winning fashion as it ended the old one, after

It’s also our aim at La Manga Club to provide our guests
with access to the best facilities possible across all
areas of sport, and opening this new centre will help us
to do just that says José.
We’ve worked very closely with UCAM over the last
few years to help develop the centre and are very proud

guests alike where they can have a health check which

being named as the best golf resort in Spain for an

can also include blood tests, and all available at a

unprecedented fourth year in a row.

introductory 20% discount.

A big pat on the back to everyone concerned!

The new centre comes at the end of an exciting 12
months for La Manga Club.
This in turn has seen it

of the new addition to our resort. Sports science and

cement its reputation

looking after your body, plays such an important role in

as Europe’s premier

modern-day sport and is crucial for athletes in delivering

sport and leisure

the best performance possible, whatever level they are

destination.

competing at.

For more information

Fresh from being crowned as Spain’s leading golf complex
at the 1st World Golf Awards, we have enhanced our
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www.lamangaclub.com

TESTS

reputation as Europe’s premier sports resort after being
the overwhelming choice of readers of leading UK
magazine ‘Today’s Golfer’ to win this prestigious award.
We were given further reason to celebrate with the South
Course elevated to a new high, after it was voted runner
up in the ‘Best Golf Course in Spain’ category – second
only to 1997 Ryder Cup venue Valderrama.

Or Spa ext. 6100
Winning the award for a fourth successive year is a

The grand opening!

Ever thought of
trying Cuaresma
in the Amapola?

remains as popular as ever with UK golfers, and that we
are still moving in the right direction.
We are very proud of our reputation as Europe’s premier
golf, sports and leisure destination. We will continue to
offer the best possible service and facilities to our visitors.
As well as being chosen to stage the 2014 Children’s

.
Available to both professionals and amateurs alike, and

wonderful achievement and shows that La Manga Club

Amapola restaurant

Championships, the famous par-73 layout also held the
first La Manga Club PGA’s of Europe Pro-Am, the climax to

the only place in Spain to offer such a programme, our

the 2014 ECCO Tour Winter Series, and the 2014

new state-of-the-art facility will allow guests to

Footballers’ Classic, won for the third time by Liverpool

research, assess, monitor and receive advice on their

and Scotland legend Kenny Dalglish. (who also lives here)

athletic performance.

We were also one of only five venues nominated for the

This way they can improve their health as well as

‘Best Golf Resort in the World’ at the 2014 Telegraph

preventing injury.

Ultratravel 100 Awards alongside Pebble Beach,
St Andrews (the Home of Golf), Sandy Lane in Barbados,
and eventual winner The Gleneagles Hotel, the host of
last year’s successful defence of the Ryder Cup.
From the 23rd of February until Easter Sunday,
Cuaresma or Lent as it’s know as to some, is where
people traditionally eat no meat until the holy Sunday.

It has been another amazing 12 months for the resort,
add to that the opening of our new Leadbetter Golf
Academy and the major improvement of our practice
facilities, and we also believe the award is deserved

Amapola offer a Cuaresma menu during this period.

recognition for the continued hard work of all our staff

Which is traditional meat free eating.

here at the club.

A lot of scary things are said about

Spanish Inheritance law
By Angel Morenilla, Partner MSB

Much has been written about foreign nationals

One case however reached the Supreme Court in

and inheritance tax rights in relation to their

Madrid, and then the situation changed dramatically.

Spanish assets.

It seem extremely unfair that a national of a country

Everyone has heard a horror story about what

were there were no obligations to leave assets, or part

happens to a surviving spouse in relation to

of them to the children, as their inheritance Law was

their property.

governed by freedom of disposition, had to suffer the

We attempt to shed some light on this. Though we

implications of a totally different legal system (indeed a

strongly urge you take advice and plan well ahead

Roman one) and be obliged to leave 2/3rds of their

to avoid any problems that may occur.

assets to the children.

A few years ago, the Supreme Court of Madrid

The Supreme Court of Madrid did finally recognize this

David Hague. Men's div 1 winner 2014.
ruled on a case which established a legal

equity situation, and ruled on the 15th of November

precedence. First of all we will explain Spanish

1996 in the case of Jean Arthur Jr. vs Alberto J.L.

law in relation to inheritance issues.

(Judgement 888/1996) and determined that in the event

Have you signed up yet? It isn’t long to go and the places

of an American national from Maryland, the inheritance

are going fast! On Friday 10th April the Players Gathering

law applicable will be the Maryland one.

will be at The Owners Club at 18.30. Any information that

The Spanish Civil Code determines that 2/3rds of the
assets must go to the surviving children in the event of

SUMMER TOURNAMENT APRIL 11TH-12TH 2015

you haven’t already received will be given out then.

the death of their parents.

Which is similar to the British one of freedom of
The first round will begin on tees 1 & 10 of the North

One third will have to be distributed in equal shares

disposition, and not the Spanish one. They considered

amongst the children, and the remaining third can then

that the principal of Unity of Inheritance Laws had to

be given to just one, two, or equally to all of the

apply before any other principal, and that it could not be

children following the parents wishes.

accepted to have part of the Inheritance under the

The 2nd Round will be on the South Course from 8.00am

We need to determine if this rule is applicable just to

Maryland Law and part under the Spanish Law.

tees 1 & 10. Players will be grouped according to how they

Spanish Nationals or if it is also applicable to owners of

Therefore that the law of the nationality (Estate of

different nationalities.

Maryland one in this case) will have to apply. Also it

Complimentary drinks will be served near the scoreboard

If say a British National dies, and this person owns

was considered that the Will of the testator had to be

on the South Course, on Sunday afternoon, while we await

assets in Spain, then the British Law will be applicable

respected. The Supreme Court concluded that the

and watch the winners come up the 18th.

in order to regulate the inheritance. Therefore, and in

Spanish Law will not accept the remission proposed by

On Sunday evening, prize giving will be held on the Terrace

view of this, it seems that the Spanish Law does not

British Law, and subsequently this will be the one

at the Hotel from 19.00 followed by a BBQ at 20.00

apply (unless they have acquired the Spanish

applicable in any event.

Nationality).

This Judgement, was soon followed by others, on the

However, and just to further complicate the issue,

22nd of September 2002, Sophia W.G. vs Victoria M.C.

British inheritance regulations determine that the law

(Judgement 849/2002) in this case British Nationals.

applicable to real estate, will be determined by the law
of that Country where they are located (‘Lex Situs’).

the Spanish.
Therefore there is no obligation to leave any share of

Law is the applicable one, and that 2/3 of the assets
must to be left to the children, some British Nationals
went to Court.

property in Spain to the children of a British National,

In many cases of previous marriages, those children
opted to claim their rights under the Spanish Laws.

Prices for this event are Entry Fees including the Players Gathering, Prizegiving &
Barbecue - Members (Founder & Annual) - 50€

Non-playing guests welcome at the Players Gathering,
prizegiving & BBQ - 40€
Some places are still available, but if you wish to
participate, you need to enter now!!

and their assets can be disposed of under their Will as

To enter, Please go to Golf Administration, who have the

they wish.

entry forms, or download it from the La Manga Club

Without any legal obligation to do anything else.

Owners website -

Particularly those where the Spanish Will stated that all
the assets will go to the spouse, and then children.

played the day before!

Non-members (including Green Fees) - 125€

Spain, reverts back to the Spanish Laws.
In the view of this, and considering that the Spanish

and the Ladies Competition.

It established a very clear situation, and today it seems
that the British Law will apply on their nationals. Not

So the British Law, in the event of your property being in

Course from 8am. We have 2 divisions in both the Mens

http://lamangaclubowners.com/PDFs/Notice%20Until just a few years ago, and before the Supreme

%20Summer%20Tournament%20-%202015-01-29.pdf

Court of Madrid ruled on this case, and established the
legal interpretation, this was a very grey area.

Then email the form with your payment details to
Golf@lamangaclub.com

A number of Courts in Spain ruled in favour of the

In order to get an exact calculation of the Inheritance

children’s entitlement to claim 2/3rds of their parent’s

tax on each individual case, we recommend that you

assets in Spain.

contact us to be absolutely sure.

We look Forward to seeing you in April.
Your Owners Golf Team

Gardening tips that may

save you money

What’s happening
to our cats now that
Anja has gone?

By Jo Fish, Environment

Wise gardening can
help your plants and
save you money
Well water - wise gardening does anyway. I’m sure many
Many of you will know that Anja Reuter, formally of La

owners will have found, gardening in Spain is very different
from gardening at home. Whilst we don’t have frosts here or

Manga rent a car has gone to the sunny island of

a lack of sunshine, we do have many months without water

Mallorca, working as an agent for a Swiss tour operator

accompanied by very high temperatures. Plants that we

planning exclusive golf vacations worldwide.

bought in January, can shrivel up and die by March. To have
a flourishing garden in La Manga we have to learn to be
‘water - wise’ gardeners. Here are a few tips that I brought
back with me from a visit to the World famous Stellenbosch
gardens in South Africa where interestingly the climate is
very similar to that of La Manga Club.

Sol y Sombra and
La Cala restaurants
re-open this Easter

So you may also be asking what will now happen to our
cat population?
Well fear not as before Anja left she found someone
kind enough to step into her shoes. So a big welcome to
Michelle Wilcox-Hutton. Michelle has volunteered her

After their winter closing, we are pleased to announce that

services, lives locally, is of course an animal enthusiast

• Choose water - wise plants that are adapted to local

Sol y Sombre, the restaurant by the hotel pool and La Cala,

and a big cat lover.

conditions, such as succulents. Once established these

the fish restaurant down in the beach cove, will open on

She will continue feeding them at the purpose built

plants will need very little watering.

Good Friday this Easter. Bar 37 and La Princesa on the West

‘Cat Cafés’ every 5 days. This keeps them healthy,

•

course will each have new menus for this coming year.

which makes them good hunters, and that in turn keeps

Group plants according to their water needs, with those

that need regular watering grouped together in small areas.

• Water well and less often. Frequent light sprinklings
encourage weaker plants with shallow roots.

• Water in the early mornings and evenings, when
evaporation is at its lowest.
Drip or underground irrigation saves water and reduces
weed growth

• When planting, prepare the soil well by adding plenty of
compost, it will then hold more water.

• Compost your garden beds annually.
• Create shade and windbreaks in your garden with hedges
and shrubs.

• Reduce grass areas to a minimum.
Water - wise gardening is not rocket science, it’s just
common sense. I hope these tips are of some use.

Well worth checking out!

vermin at bay. People mistakingly believe a well fed cat

Rise of the machines?

won’t eat a rat. Well cats don’t actually eat rats, they
kill them, as they do with snakes and cockroaches, so

Three lady golfers, and to protect their integrity they shall

you see cats are the club’s unpaid pest controllers!

remain nameless, have recently witnessed their electric

Michelle will also do her best to control our cat

trolleys developing minds of their own and depositing

population by having the female cats neutered, and

themselves and the golf bags they are carrying into various

where possible re-homing kittens. You can tell whether

water hazards. In fact there is a danger there may actually be

a feral cat has been neutered, because it will have a

an epidemic. If it hadn't been for the quick-witted reaction of

nick in its ear.

an intrepid Welshman the other week, we would have had a

Did you know that the gestation period (length of

fourth lady in trouble. So impressed with his actions was the

pregnancy) for a female cat is only 65 days? A female

Lady Captain, that she presented him with a certificate the

kitten can get pregnant at the age of two and a half

same evening to recognise the fact that he had also rescued

months! It is not difficult to understand how quickly our

one of the sinking trolleys a few weeks earlier.

cat population could get out of hand.

Some of the men wondered if his presence on two
occasions was sinister rather than coincidental. Ha, ha, we
are a cynical bunch aren't we?

If you notice a cat problem, perhaps a group of kittens,
or a stray pregnant female, then please contact
Michelle through Pascual Sanchez at the General

Sadly this story does come with a warning. Electric trolleys,

Community office. If you would like to offer a home to

The gardens of La Manga Club are a major part of what

however technologically advanced, are easy to start

one, she will be more than pleased to hear from you.

makes our resort such a very special place.

accidentally. So beware those of you that use them!

Happy gardening to all our green fingered enthusiasts.

And men, please don't be too smug, because until these
recent happenings all previous records of such incidents
gave rise to much amusement amongst the ladies.
Also, be aware that should your bag end up in the lake, your
car keys, wallets, mobile phones and other valuables might
end up in there with them!
Finally, there is no truth in the rumour that the starters will be
handing out waterproof bags rather than scorecards in future.

Cat Café

If Mosquitoes like you, then

You should read this!

Owners should
set the example,
shouldn’t they?
How many times have you been on a golf course and

Allan Myers, The Health team

seen pitch marks on the greens? Then we say with
incredulity, ‘How can they not see those?’ When that
happens owners generally repair their own and at least
one more, that’s good manners and good golf course

Chikungunya is a new illness affecting the West Indies.

Treatment and Prevention

etiquette, after all it’s our golf course isn’t it?

Since 2013 Chikungunya, a mosquito borne viral disease has

There is no cure for the condition nor is there a vaccine.

Then how many of us see golf carts where they

affected large areas of the West Indies infecting 5000

Paracetamol or Brufen may help the symptoms. Blood tests

shouldn’t be? The only way we as owners can stop this

people a week across the Caribbean. For those considering

can confirm the diagnosis. The best way to prevent the

is to set an example ourselves. We’re not suggesting

travelling to this area it is important to be aware of the

disease is avoidance of mosquito bites by covering the skin

becoming the golf course police or doing the job of a

situation, especially if they like you!.

with clothing impregnated with insect repellant and using a

marshall, but if we as owners do the right thing, then

cream such as DEET, on exposed skin. Mosquito nets may

hopefully the resort golfer will follow.

help but the insect is mainly active during the day.

So please remember, never get closer than 15

The illness is caused by a virus carried by mosquitoes and
its symptoms are fever, headache muscle and joint pains.
The name Chikungunya means ‘that which is bent up’ from

Those considering travel to the affected areas can find

the Tanzanian language.

further information on the Internet. Perhaps staying in LMC

The illness was first recorded in West Africa in 2005 and has
spread to almost all of the Caribbean islands since 2013, and
more recently has moved to Central America and northern
parts of South America. Some cases have even been seen in
the USA and Italy.

or travelling to cooler areas may be an option!

metres from a green, never drive on a tee box and
always stay on the cart path on a par 3.
Remember, it wasn’t that long ago we weren’t
allowed to drive on any of the golf courses!

Another Old Wive’s
tale? Read on and
be surprised!
Going to sleep before midnight is more beneficial to ones
health than going to bed after. Is that true?
Morning people, who are generally tired and go to sleep
early in the evening, are known to researchers as ‘the Larks’

This one breaks all the rules!

In some instances this statement may well be true.

So regardless of whether the deep sleep takes place before

If you’re looking
for jewellery, why
not try Tabacos?

or after midnight, it makes no difference.

Just off the Plaza Mayor in the Bellaluz you’ll find

Generally speaking however, it isn’t. An ‘Owl’ who rarely
goes to bed before midnight, need not fear for their health or
performance. Everybody benefits from the first two to four
hours sleep, as it’s a particularly restful, relaxing and deep
one. Anything after that tends to be much lighter.

Symptoms
Conclusion - The deep, restful sleep has nothing to do with

Tabacos, which unsurprisingly is the club’s only

3 to 7 days after infection by a mosquito bite the illness

the time you take it. What is important is that we sleep

tobacconist. What may surprise you though is it also sells

starts suddenly, with fever, headache, back pain, muscle and

according to our body's rhythm. That means for the Larks if

some fabulous wines and Champagne’s. Victor Vázquez

joint pain. The joints affected are generally the feet, ankles

going to bed and getting up early is good for them, then carry

Ferrer also sells jewellery, so he is well worth a visit.

and wrists. An itchy red rash occurs in half of patients.

on. And for the Owls, if going to bed later suits, then that’s

The opening hours are from 10am to 1am Monday to

Symptoms usually last from 7 to 10 days but joint pain may

fine too. Remember, it’s the first few hours that count!

Friday and 10am to noon on Saturday, please be aware

last for months. Most people make a full recovery although

that under strict Spanish laws, you can only buy tobacco

the disease may be more severe in those over 65 and

products from a Tabacos, and as he has the only one at La

women in late pregnancy.

Manga Club. And remember, he isn’t there on Sundays!

A new elite football centre

for aspiring professionals

When it’s windy,
learn how to hit
the low shot!
As many of our golfers will tell you, the start of 2015

Chad Harpur, Director of Sports

has been rather cold and bitter at La Manga Club.
If that wasn’t enough, the drop in temperature has
brought with it some fairly severe North Westerley
winds. This is where where the low shot, which is less

Having hosted some of the world’s top football stars over the

Using the club’s world-class facilities, including eight FIFA

last forty years, we are renowned as a first-choice

approved grass pitches, players will not only be able to

destination for a training break.

improve their fitness and technique at the elite centre, but

And now our award-winning venue has embarked on a new

also have the chance to gain competitive experience. They

path, and is the first resort anywhere to open a High

will also impress watching scouts by playing in friendly

Performance Football Centre.

matches against professional clubs from around the world

affected by the wind than a normal trajectory, becomes

staying at the resort.
In the past year alone, La Manga Club has played host to
more than 150 professional teams and around 500 scouts
through a range of training breaks, pre-season tournaments
and friendly matches.
With the High Performance Football Centre, players will
receive first-class professional coaching that will transform
their technical, tactical, psychological and physical abilities
into those required of a professional footballer.

Our footballers come
from around the World

increasingly important. Rule number one with the low shot

As well as eight international-standard pitches, the centre’s

is (to use the old adage) when it’s breezy, swing easy!

elite facilities also include a match pitch with a stand

If you try and swing excessively hard to force the ball

capable of accommodating 800 spectators. There’s a wide

through the wind, you will in fact create the opposite

range of training equipment, changing rooms, professional

effect. You’ll create too much backspin, and the ball will

fitness facilities, a biomechanics lab, physio and massage

continue to climb, and as a consequence, travel further

facilities, meeting rooms, spa with hydromassage baths, hot

away from the target.

and cold recovery pools, sauna and steam rooms, as well as
an extensive choice of restaurants and leisure facilities.

Similarly, and this may seem an obvious one, take at
least one more club than you would normally. By taking

Global superstars including Paul Gascoigne, Lionel Messi

Over the years we have hosted the likes of Barcelona, Real

a 6 iron instead of a 7 iron for example, the club will

and Zinedine Zidane have all used the complex’s facilities in

Madrid, Liverpool, Celtic and Shakhtar Donetsk.

have less loft and therefore the ball will travel lower.

recent years. Now, in a ground-breaking move, La Manga

We are expecting another busy period over the next three

Club has now taken a step in a different direction as it bids

months as sides from all over Europe visit, with Borussia

to develop future stars of it own.
Famed for our forward thinking attitude, we are offering

Dortmund, Anderlecht, Dynamo Zagreb and CSKA Moscow
amongst them.

professionals, both established and aspiring, the chance to

Finally, try putting the ball further back in your stance.
If you position the ball slightly back of middle in your
stance, the clubface will become more delofted and you
can start hitting those wonderful low shots with the
ball piercing through the wind.

sign up to one of our new comprehensive and fully

Hopefully you’ll see more wind balls find the green on

residential programmes to help showcase their skills and

the nasty days. Don’t forget though, summer is on it’s

further their careers.

way and the wind still blows, so practice that shot!

Open to footballers of all nationalities, players training at the

Anthony McCarthy, David Leadbetter Golf Academy

La Manga Club High Performance Football Centre will be
coached, mentored and looked after by the resort’s team of
experts. Which include UEFA-qualified coaches, professional
sport and exercise scientists, physiotherapists, nutritionists
and football analysts to help them reach their full potential.

Dortmund coach Jürgen Klopp

We interview one of

Scotland’s finest
Gordon Strachan, Manager of the Scottish national football team and ex-professional player

Many of you will already know that the club is home to

My wife goes to the gym a lot and has just started

some very well know ex-professional footballers.

playing golf, well having lessons anyway!

Here we interview Gordon Strachan, who played for
Aberdeen, Leeds and Manchester United, managed

Don’t forget to
book early for the
Alda foundation
gala dinner!

Have you ever, or do you still support any of the
teams you played for?

Southampton, Coventry, Celtic, Middlesbrough and now
of course Scotland. We asked him a few questions, the

No, as a kid I was a Hibs fan and I liked the Edinburgh

answers may well surprise you!

clubs, but although I take an interest in all the ones I
played for, I don’t actually support any of them.

When you were at the top of your game, you
decided to buy here at La Manga Club.

Do you play golf here often? If you do, which

Why? You could have gone anywhere in the world

course do you prefer?

at that time.

I do play golf a lot here, mostly when it’s quiet as I hate

Gordon is also
an ambassador!

I first came to La Manga Club in 1989 and lived in an

slow golf!

apartment above a nightclub in Los Lomas.

Do you ever play any of the courses in the

dinner, it took place around the main swimming pool at

I was playing for Manchester United at the time and

surrounding area?

the hotel. The entertainment for the evening was

teamed up with another owner, John Scott, who was a
City fan, and we formed a nightclub called Yesterdays.

To be honest there’s so much to do here at the club I’ve
never been out to any of the other courses.

How often do you get to visit the club?
I asked that because I always assume everyone
Since I’ve been managing Scotland, I get to spend 2 to 3

here is into golf, are there other activities you get

months a year here.

involved with?

And the great thing is, because of the football calendar,
it’s always at different times, so I do see the seasons.
It’s also not a long flight and has everything the family

Yes, we both play tennis and when the children were

Have you ever brought any of your teams here or do
you keep La Manga Club a closely guarded secret?

singer Steve Charles from England and Spanish X factor
finalist Ruth Lorenzo.
The main object was to raise money for children in
Paraguay, and was a huge success.
Not only did we raise some €10,000, everyone that
attended, had a fabulous time and a memorable night.

young they were into everything. My grandchildren are

Please make sure you book early this year to avoid any

now doing the same.

disappointment! It’s in early August and we will give you

needs, and with 3 children and 5 grandchildren, being
safe tops the list, and La Manga Club is very safe.

Last year we had the inaugural Alda foundation gala

What do you most enjoy about La Manga Club life?
I like the fact that it’s only 2 hours away, so easy to get to
and as safe as anywhere I’ve been, and when you have a
large family as I do, that’s so important.

the date in the next issue, so please stay tuned!

A huge success for
our first joint venture!

Yes, Coventry Southampton Celtic and Middlesbrough.
There is a new General Community in place now,
is there something you would do here if you could?
We as home owners must remember that La Manga Club
is not solely here for our benefit. We must also remember
that the club has a responsibility to make sure that all
visitors have a truly wonderful experience whilst here.
Do you live in a community or an individual villa?
I used to live in a community, now I live in an individual
villa. My wife and I have invested a lot of time and
money making it the perfect home, so we love it.
Do you like gardening, and if so do you do it here at
the club?
When you are here, do you dine out much on-site,
stay in at your villa or sample the delights of the
local area of Murcia?
I eat as much on-site as I do off, the great thing about the
club is when you step outside of it, you are in the real
Spain and that’s something the whole family enjoys.

The Alda Gala dinner was the first event staged
between the General Community and La Manga Club SL.
We put two top fundraisers on it, who organised the
entertainment and sold tables, as well as combining with
LMC SL’s Events Organising team to put on a truly
splendid evening. And all those attending enjoyed it
immensely. We are already working on this year’s event

Ha, ha, I love looking at gardens but that’s as close as I

where we hope to raise even more money for such a just

get to gardening!

and worthwhile cause, underprivileged children.

If you had to sum up life at La Manga Club in one

We hope to see as many owners this year as we saw last.

sentence, what would that be?

So again, thank you all so much for your support.

Wonderfully time consuming!

Robin Fish, General Community President

